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Introduction
• I am a cognitive neuroscientist and a
choreographer in dance, lecturing Psychology at
Abertay University (UK)
• Over the last decade, several studies on the human
brain and behaviour have employed dance stimuli
• There is a general trend to show scientific research
(outcomes) through the performing arts
• This is exciting, but…
– There are big gaps between the sciences and the
arts and the attempts to approach art through
science and vice versa are not always successful
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Artistic Practice and Science

www.watchingdance.org The performers and the research team ©S.Waddell

http://www.ickamsterdam.com EGIPC dance company ©C.Jola

Closing the gap with an embodied
Neuroscience?
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Artistic Practice and Science
• What is embodied neuroscience?
– When the scientist – in this case the researcher
studying the human brain – physically participates
in the activities he/she studies
– In order to understand the topics’ particularities
• In particular in the study of dance, but also visual art,
music, social interaction

– Relevant for successful art-science projects
– Supports recognising challenges and pitfalls

• Examples: Four examples of challenges and
opportunities in creating dance works based on
personal experiences on the following slides ->
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Dance meets Science
1) Danger zone: Illustrating science vs. artistic investigation

Setback performed @ The Place, London 2013

© Alicia Clarke
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Choreography: Corinne Jola

Dance meets Science
2) Danger zone: Truthfulness

“The duet between
Lee and Adam
seems to be a
dream or distant
memory – surreal
and light, intangible
but lingering”
(Symone Keisha)
Looping under
tree performed
The Place, London 2014
Setback
– Thea Place,
London @
2013

© Alicia Clarke
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Choreography: Corinne Jola

Dance meets Science
• 3) Opportunities: Practice as Research
• • Danger
zone Methodologies:
Truthfulness
Opportunities
Methodologies:
Studying audiences

© Franz Gloor
Brainstorm performed @ Tanzhaus Zurich & Oltener Festtage 2004 Choreography: Corinne Jola

Dance meets Science
…but: zone
Is it better
to keep artTruthfulness
and science apart?
•4)Danger
Methodologies:

“The duet between Lee and Adam
seems to be a dream or distant
memory – surreal and light,
intangible but lingering”
(Symone Keisha)

Bacon Roll, residency @ Tramway Glasgow 2014

Choreography: Corinne Jola

Dance and Science
• Dance doesn’t usually adhere to scientific principles
• Danger zone Methodologies: Truthfulness
–
–
–
–

(ecological) Validity
Reliability
Representativeness
Falsifiability

• Dance entails other characteristics, the so-called
“strands” (that science should adhere to):
– Multisensory: Movement, music, lighting, composition,
other audiences
– Performer – Audience Interaction: Presence, Liveness,
Physicality, Respiration, Personality, Shared experience

• Examples: some challenges and opportunities in
employing dance stimuli to study the human brain and
behaviour on the following slides

Science meets Dance
• Background: Mirror neurons
– Neurons that fire both in action execution and action
observation (in monkeys: Rizzolatti et al., 1996)
– The neurons "mirror" the behaviour of the other, as
though the observer were itself acting
• Interaction between a biological effector (hand,
mouth) & an object required
• Actor, object, reward, visibility of goal & viewing
distance seemed irrelevant
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Science meets Dance
• Mirror neuron network in humans:
– Ventral premotor, inferior parietal and somatosensory
areas (e.g., Gazzola & Keysers, 2009)
•
•
•
•

SI = Primary Somatosensory Cortex
BA44 = Inferior frontal Lobe
PM = Premotor Cortex
MTG = Middle Temporal Gyrus

• Mirror neuron network in dancers
– action observation evokes individual, acquired motor
representations in the human mirror system (e.g.,
Calvo-Merino et al. 2005, 2006)
•
•
•
•

IPS = Intraparietal Sulcus
PM = Premotor Cortex
pSTS = posterior Superior Temporal Sulcus
SPL = Superior Parietal Lobe
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Science meets Dance
• Towards a sensorimotor aesthetics of performing
art
– 6 novices watched 3s Ballet and Capoeira clips inside,
clips & aesthetic questionnaires outside the scanner
-> Enhanced activity in motor (B) and
visual (A) areas of novices’ brains for
moves that were on average liked more
on Berlyne’s key aesthetic dimensions
(Calvo-Merino, Jola, Consciousness &
Cognition, 2008).
-> vertical displacements (e.g., jumps)
were on average liked more
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Science meets Dance
• The presence, liveness, duration, or in general, the
“appearance” of the stimuli significantly affect
spectators’ responses
• Best-case scenario = testing live in the theatre? E.g.,
Jola et al., Dance Research, 2011)

© The Watching Dance Project

© The Watching Dance Project

Science meets Dance
• Some impressions of a more controlled live
experiment with high ecological validity

© The Watching Dance Project

© Stewart Waddell

Science meets Dance
• Motor simulation without motor expertise (Jola et al., PLoS ONE, 2013)
– Motor corticospinal excitability (MCE) as an indirect measure of motor
resonance
Visual Experience:
Ballet vs. Indian Dance
(contrasted to acting)
6 minutes live
performance

Transcranial magnet
stimulation (TMS)

Motor Evoked
Potentials (MEP)
© The Watching Dance Project

– Visually experienced Ballet spectators show enhanced MCE in expected
muscle groups (forearm) when watching ballet-specific movements

• « In the here and now » (Jola & Grosbras, Cognitive Neuroscience, 2013)
– Novices showed enhanced MCE for watching Indian dance live compared to
watching it on video
– They also showed higher levels of enjoyment and no significant differences in
enjoyment ratings across performance types

Conclusion / Discussion
Danger zone
Methodologies: Truthfulness
• Scientific
principles

– Ecological Validity
(most discussed here)

– Reliability
– Representativeness
– Falsifiability

© watchingdance

• Community demands
– Discipline-specific publication (High impact factor)
– Fast progress (evidence of output over and above
evidence of validity)

Conclusion / Discussion
• Science meets dance
– Scientific challenges:
•
•
•
•

Ecological validity
Representativeness
Reliability
Falsifiability

– But when scientists study
art, often no artists are
involved
– Lack of understanding of
artistic principles
– Low artistic value

• Dance meets science
– Artistic challenges:
• More than pure
illustration
• Truthfulness
• Reliability
– But when dancers
approach science, often no
scientists are involved
– Lack of understanding of
scientific methodology
– Low scientific value
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+ Recent changes in the sciences towards higher ecological validity

Conclusion / Discussion
• Knowledge gain through high ecological validity:
• Physical and visual experience affect sensorimotor
responses in passive spectators (Jola et al., 2012)
• Motion direction and presence are hugely relevant
(Calvo-Merino, Jola et al. 2008; Jola & Grosbras,
2013)
• Music-Movement Composition (Jola et al., 2013)
together with spectators’ personality (Jola et al.,
2014)

– => A better understanding of the factors modifying
the activity of the « mirror neuron network »
through informed studies on dance observation
(supported by embodied neuroscience)
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Thanks to ….. and you!

© S.Waddell

Watching Dance
Team/AHRC Glasgow

NeuroSpin Centre, Saclay/Paris
(Christophe Pallier)

© C. Jola
©Alicia Clarke

London Dancers and UoS

Amsterdam Dancers (EGIPC,
Keysers & Gazzola)
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